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Clean, architectural geometries paired with timeless, natural materials are what 
define the Frama Furniture Collection. Guided by a desire to create practical 
objects with a true sense of meaning and permanence, each piece in the 
Furniture Collection is designed for everyday and built to last for many years of 
use, gaining a natural patina over time.
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Shelf Library Cabinet

Picking up where Frama’s Shelf Library 2016 debut left off, 
Kim Richardt’s latest cabinet employs traditional Danish 
craftsmanship to contemporary effect. A structure made out of 
solid wood and natural oiled oak veneer doors takes a starring 
role in the form of the Shelf Library Cabinet, lending spaces an 
airy feel.

A natural extension of Frama’s versatile Shelf Library universe, 
the Shelf Library Cabinet was designed to seamlessly 
complement the collection.

The cabinet can be easily styled in various ways thanks to its 
modular configuration using solid steel screws on oak rails. 
This modularity gives the user a bigger scope to personalize 
storage and to better suit their space.

Designed to integrate effortlessly into the Shelf Library, the 
Shelf Library Cabinet creates a common symmetrical geometry 
as the oak grains visible in the front doors follow the vertical 
aesthetic of the shelf and its rails. Moreover, this verticality, 
inspired by the way trees grow in nature, allows for a stronger 
and more durable piece of furniture, adding warmth, texture, 
and nuance.
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The Shelf Library Cabinet is a showcase of its clean, seamless 
look and sculptural style where a push-to-open system 
eliminates the need for handles or knobs. A uniform surface
without noise or disturbance. Its private approach to storage 
facilitates a balance of intimacy and display. This minimal 
design lends itself to any space, creating a humble backdrop 
for the most cherished objects.

* Note: Shelf Library Cabinet can only be used as part of the
Shelf Library; it is not a free-standing piece.



Kim Richardt is a former blacksmith and a self-taught designer 
based in Copenhagen, Denmark, where his vintage design 
furniture boutique resides. Kim’s fascination with Danish 
Modern, a style of minimalist furniture associated with the
Danish design movement of the 1940s and 1950s, is often 
influential in his work. Celebrated for his work with traditional 
production practices and heritage in the Nordic region, his 
impressive portfolio expands yet another time with this piece. 
Kim has an approach driven by a passion for craftsmanship and 
authentic creations in natural materials. His work embraces the 
principles of Bauhaus modernism in furniture design, creating 
clean, pure lines coupled with careful research into materials, 
proportions, and the requirements of the human body.

“The design of the Shelf Library 
Cabinet follows the vertical rhythm 
of the growing trees in nature and 
the use of noble wood thrives for 
longevity. A timeless piece yet still 
on-trend,” 

-Kim Richardt

Through continuous dialogue and ever-evolving feedback 
from customers and Shelf Library users, the idea behind 
Shelf Library Cabinet was conceived as a natural extension of 
Frama’s versatile shelving universe, a timeless piece designed 
to complement the collection seamlessly.

The collaboration between Kim Richardt and Frama has evolved 
to become a creative kinship with the development of several 
products such as the KR-180 Daybed, the Shelf Library System, 
the Ornament Candle Holder and the Richardt Chair.

This collaboration is the outcome of a challenging idea pursued 
with tenacity, where originality and a look back to the mid-
century classics resulted in a versatile piece of furniture with 
an honest aesthetic.

The designer The collaboration
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Product
Design 
Origin 
Material 
Material door 
Dimensions  
Note  

Item number  

Storage
Kim Richardt 
Lithuania
Solid oiled oak Oiled 
oak veneer 
H97 W80 D27 
The cabinet includes 
tw into erior shelves 
8100

Storage
Kim Richardt 
Lithuania
Solid natural oiled oak 
Oiled oak veneer 
H68 W80 D27
The cabinet includes 
one interior shelf 
8109

Cabinet (L)

Cabinet (M)

Product 
Design 
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Material door 
Dimensions  
Note  

Item number 
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68

80 27







Address
Frama Head Office
Fredericiagade 57, 1310
Copenhagen, Denmark
+45 3140 6030
CVR 35391355

Frama StudioContact

Online store enquiries
shop@framacph.com

General enquiries
frama@framacph.com

Retail requests and orders
order@framacph.com

Press
press@framacph.com

Business/partnership requests
bc@framacph.com

Project requests
design@framacph.com

Claims
claims@framacph.com

Accounting
accounting@framacph.com.
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